Remote Learning
with Apple:
Brentwood School

Can you give us an overview
of your Apple environment
and the management
infrastructure supporting it?

Was remote learning already an
established practice prior to it
being applied school-wide?

At Brentwood, we have just over
1,800 iPads across the school, issued
to pupils aged three to 18. In the
senior school (11 to 18), we run a 1:1
deployment with all our iPads enrolled
into DEP and managed through Jamf,
where we apply our security policies
and also distribute apps through the
self-service portal.

We had remote learning procedures already
established for events such as ‘snow days’,
but these were obviously for shorter periods
of time; anything from a day up to a week.

We find this a really smooth and simple
solution to manage, which makes our
life very easy.

At Brentwood, we use Google Classroom
to set all homework in the senior school, so
teachers and pupils have been comfortable
with this method of sending and receiving
work for a couple of years. In the current
situation, I was clear from the outset this
period of site closure was going to be longer
and we had to enhance the teaching and
learning experience for all stakeholders,
without adding a huge training burden onto
teachers and students.

“A huge and grateful thank you to all the teachers,
admin, and other staff in attendance at school
(and working from home) and of course, IT who have
made this working at home so easy and possible.”

When was the switch to remote learning decided? Had the IT team
been preparing in advance for that?
IT was brought into the loop at an early stage in the planning (early March) as we
were asked to plan for three possible outcomes, and then present the solutions
to academic leaders to ensure that this would work from a teaching and learning
perspective. It was really important to have that engagement with heads of
department and co-curricular leaders to ensure we could deliver high quality teaching
and activity engagement without creating a huge administrative and training burden.
Plans were constructed, walked through and then changed/adapted if necessary
according to various scenarios.

What was the biggest challenge you faced during your
transition to remote learning?
Our biggest challenge was to ensure we had all teachers prepared to teach remotely
using the basic tools. Training cannot be underestimated and a lot of time was spent
developing our own training materials of videos and guides as well as group and 1:1
training sessions, once we had agreed on a plan. Using technology can worry people
and some may begin to panic, so it was really important for us to remain calm and
ensure our training covered the basics, and to give examples of how the use of some
online lessons using Zoom could help to enhance their teaching.

Have you had any feedback from your end-users so far?
Do you know what has worked well for them or if there were
unexpected challenges they had to deal with?
We have had lots of positive feedback from the parents of our pupils and many
have been blown away by the quality of the lessons being taught online and by the
engagement of the pupils and teachers. Teachers have also found the experience
much easier than expected, however, teaching online is not an easy task and the
workload does increase much more than teaching in school. The level of screen-time,
while an obvious challenge, has also caused some issues. All the work pupils do is
submitted electronically, and this increases screen-time for teachers over and above
the lessons, so we are looking at strategies which we can put in place to try and
reduce this.

“How the school has addressed the current crisis
and adapted is truly outstanding. Embracing home
schooling appears to be a terrific solution, we don’t
see our daughter from 8.15am to around 4pm each
day and she appears content and still learning.”

Have you come across any new data or device security challenges,
related to remote learning, that have not been a consideration for you
in the past? Are there particular things you would
advise others to be mindful of?
The requests for signing up to new online resources and programs has increased
a lot, some programs, while they may seem good for education, need to be tested
exhaustively and privacy policies checked. This has increased pressure on ensuring all
requests are processed in a timely manner. From a technical perspective, getting the
IT team to remote support 2000 users effectively has been much easier than expected
with a new helpdesk/ticketing system easing the administration process.

Onboarding new users is a challenge for most organisations, even
more so when done remotely. What is your process like, and have
you had to change it at all to accommodate remote students?
Thankfully, we have not had to onboard any new students yet. However, after Easter,
we have new pupils and staff joining the school. Their domain accounts have already
been created and iPads have been allocated. These users will be issued with their
passwords and then instructions on how to set up their devices. As we use Jamf, this
setup can be done from anywhere where there is wireless connectivity. Once the device
is up and running we are looking to put in place remote induction programs using
Google Classroom, and Zoom sessions to ensure the users are comfortable with the
technology and devices they have been issued with.

Based on your experience so far, what is your advice to other Apple
admins who are preparing their environment for remote learning?
The beauty of using an MDM such as Jamf means
you can be very granular with your setup and
permissions. However, if you are beginning on
the journey, I would focus on the important things
(such as locking out the app store for pupils, use of
FaceTime, iMessage etc) testing and then adapting.
The KISS principle is great to use when implementing
most things, you can always build and enhance as
you want to change and develop your infrastructure.

What sort of feedback have you received from pupils?
Feedback from both parents and pupils at the school is extremely positive. The pupils
particularly enjoy the face-to-face time with their teachers, which they see as a great
bonus. We use Google Classroom to share their work, which is structured well and
works very effectively. We have a daily form tutor period, during which each tutor
connects with their tutees one-to-one, at an agreed time, to check on their wellbeing
and work progress. The majority of teachers are now using face-to-face contact or
audio conferencing, in addition to setting work online. Some teachers prefer to
pre-record sessions and then share the videos with their pupils.

How have the teaching staff adapted?
Over the course of a three week period,
we were able to get our remote policies in
place, which included obtaining parental
consent - a major factor. We worked hard
to ensure staff, students and parents were
aware these changes were coming.

We are currently exploring ways to make
that easier for staff, such as methods of
reducing the time it takes to assess work
- including audio marking. After Easter, we
will be introducing some guidelines on how
we would like this done.

Our biggest challenge was bringing staff
up to speed on using Zoom. We ran
twelve sessions in a week for staff, and
also provided online instruction videos
to enable them to work through it at
their own pace in order to become more
comfortable with it.

G Suite applications along with other online
platforms have been utilised effectively
by staff and they are given other tools
to support teaching and learning at their
discretion.

In terms of remote teaching, the vast
majority have adapted really well,
although teaching in this way means the
level of marking has greatly increased.

Technology should be driven by the
educational needs of the school. While
technology can assist teaching and
learning, sometimes it can make things
harder too, so it is vital the needs of the
school are assessed beforehand.

“I just wanted to say a big thank you to Brentwood School,
and all of its teachers, for its seamless approach to virtual
schooling. During these uncertain times I feel it’s important
to maintain a sense of normality for families, and allowing
the children to carry on their normal school day, albeit
virtually, has most certainly contributed to this.”

Elegant and powerful Apple services for business
and education.

